
 

Jupiter LED juggling ball manual 

 

 

How to use the switches  

Each switch works to both directions: push down or pull up. Pulling up only works when 

another object such as a stick is plugged in (see extension options) 

Consider the USB cover as an arrow pointing to the north hemisphere. 

1. Press the North button to switch on  

2. Press and hold the North button to increase the brightness level (altogether 10 

levels). Using the “Light app” you can set the time lap between the level changes 

3. Press and hold the South button to dim down, until finally shut down 

4. Short press each side to move to next program. Using the “Light app” you can 

control weather the program will stay in the last program (or first program when 

looping backwards – see step 5), or loop on to the first (or last if looping 

backwards) 

5. When another object is connected – short pull to move to the previous program 

  



How to use Speevers Light App for Jupiter  

 

 

No need to download anything. Just go to https://speevers.com/lightapp/ .  

Use this interface to set up your own custom designed list of light sequences, both for 

North as well as the south hemisphere of Jupiter ball. 

This web app is mobile friendly 📱 

 

How to download your design? 

On a PC: 

 Hit the Download button on the light app interface 

 Connect Jupiter to your PC 

 Copy or move the file into the Jupiter memory. Make sure the file is correctly 

named "speevers.xml." 

On a Smartphone: 

To transfer the file directly from your smartphone to Jupiter, please check your device 

settings for "USB-OTG connection” 

https://speevers.com/lightapp/


If your smartphone does not support USB-OTG, you can still share it with your PC or 

send it to another OTG supporting device. 

Supports USB-OTG? Great.  

 Get a USB-OTG adapter. We will be add this adapter it in next 

editions of Jupiter.  

 Connect Jupiter to your device 

 Open the USB-OTG connection. The recharging light should 

turn on. 

 Use any file explorer app to copy/move the file to Jupiter (which will show itself 

as external device). Make sure it is correctly named "speevers.xml" 

Note, you can always save you old data file on Jupiter under a different name or on any 

other device. 

You are ready to play! 

 

Did you know you can extend your Jupiter? 

    

LED poi? LED flower stick? LED Staff? 

Go to speevers website and find a whole range of Jupiter matching extensions.  

Plug out the rubber buttons and screw in your extension. It's Click'n easy. 

For any support or issues with the product please contact me on Speevers website 

                         Have fun with Jupiter  

 

                                    Shahar Cohen  

                                Founder of Speevers 


